
The Tzolk'in Clock – Deer Trecena 

Here is a link to my new book: The Twenty Trecenas of the Tzolk'in. 

The deer trecena uses an energy of stamping something with authority. Who are you? with authority! There 

is no room for doubt. It’s knowing you are right and knowing you are wrong.  

The previous jaguar trecena crossed the top of the east face 

of the Tzolk’in Clock (shown). The deer trecena travels 

down along the north side of the east face. The next two 

trecenas (Light and Reed) are on the east to north corner of 

the Tzolk’in Clock. 

People born on deer days should realize that not all people 

are like you. You need to temper your judgment, because 

you have the power to drop the hammer. People born on the 

other day intentions are not given the deer role of authority.  

It's also a day of giving authority to others. Yes, I can do 

this! So, your role is also supportive; as by giving people the 

seal of approval to be themselves. People need this. It helps 

them eliminate doubt from their goals. Deer people can 

build people up or tear them down with ease.  

The deer trecena also connects us closely to nature, 

especially using our five physical senses plus our deer sense. It's our time to use the medicines that nature 

has to offer. Deer represents our collective morals. It is also the energy that brings us out of our sleep after 

the previous day’s transformer energy. Deer energy peacefully reconnects our spirit to earth and body by 

pulling us out of our sleep state of the collective consciousness. 

Your Elder Intention 

After 52 Ha’ab years, the Tzolk’in and Ha’ab have experienced every combination possible. When this 

cycle completes there is an 8-day gap between the stars in the sky and Tzolk’in. Based on that 8-day gap, 

you get a new outlook on life, commonly referred to as “your mid-life crisis”. However, it’s not a crisis, it’s 

enlightenment. You have seen the past 52 Ha’ab years through one outlook. When you turn 52 years old, 

you get a new outlook, and your vision of life is improved from monocular to bi-ocular.  

Consider each dot shown on the Tzolk’in as a different outlook. It’s very rare that two people born on the 

same Tzolk’in day get to interact. The odds are 1:260. This helps explain how people are always seeing the 

same things differently. Yet, our collective consciousness sees all 260 outlooks at once. The Tzolk’in Clock 

is a map of our collective interactions. Once you map your family and friends and co-workers on the 

Tzolk’in Clock you will better see their points of view.  

There is also a special relationship on the Tzolk’in Clock for two people born on directly opposite days. By 

opposite, it means, when folded into a 3D view, one of the 260 outlooks points directly at one of the other 

outlooks. How would these two people interact? Could this be a “soulmate” interaction? Would they have 

“telepathic” communication? My research has found three long and successful marriages born on the 

opposite trecena.  

The soulmate connection is deeper, more than having things in common. It is an energy connection off all 

seven chakras. You can easily see a soulmates point of view as if in their mind while they see their own 

https://www.amazon.com/Twenty-Trecenas-Tzolkin-Shamans-260-Day/dp/1734885661/


thoughts. There is also a balance to this relationship. 

Could there be a special combination of 4 people on the Tzolk’in when interacting? Could they collectively 

achieve a high collective state of mind? Could they collectively get a better view on ideas that matter to the 

public? Gathering people and mapping their locations on the Tzolk’in Clock and discussing ideas would be 

offer many group experiments. For instance, asking for a social solution from four people born on 1-Reed, 

1-Flint, 1-Night and 1-Star might give a better collective solution for all of us. It would be a well rounded 

and represented solution with perspectives from all four directions.  

The Deer Elder – a story 

The Deer was a Rainstorm before she was born. Her Deer spirit was born 52 years after her body was 

formed. As she waited to become a deer, she pondered. She has a deep understanding of mother earth and 

she can create rainstorms at will. She sees all of creation yet has no voice to share her understandings. Still 

a mere Rainstorm she expressed herself openly and honestly.  

A sheet for your use 

The following sheet lists all 260 Tzolk’in days as they flow from east, north, west and south. The first row 

is the east face of the Tzolk’in Clock starting with 1-Crocodile. The second row is the north face starting 

with 1-Transformer. The third row is the west face starting with 1-Monkey. The fourth row is the south 

starting with 1-Wisdom.  

You can print this and use it to mark your friends and family. It helps to remember or share their Tzolk’in 

birthdays. (Note: this is a preliminary version of the sheet). 

Each row is a team. Team East, Team North, Team West and Team East. People born on the same team tend 

to get along, naturally. See if you can locate 6 Storm and 9 Rabbit. Which team are they on? Which team are 

you on? Are any of your friends on the same team as you? 

  





 

I had the pleasure of receiving photos from Kathleen Wildwood (Storytelling, Alternative Healing, Energy 
Healing, Spiritual Healing, Music Healing | Kathleen Wildwood). I added the Madrid codex version of the 
Tzolk’in to include more detail. I also compiled all four photos for a 3D effect. 

 

 

 

http://kathleenwildwood.com/
http://kathleenwildwood.com/


Deer trecena on the Tzolk’in Clock 

1 Deer Watch yourself this trecena and avoid getting yourself into trouble with the 

authorities. Sync yourself with natural law and stay present with nature. 

2 Star 
Focus on your goals. Find new places in your mental fields to plant new seeds. 

3 Water Today’s energy can toss you around. Hang out with your family and friends for 

support. Offer your prayers to flowing water.  

4 Dog 
This is seriously a dog day afternoon. It’s a fun day at the dog park.  

5 Monkey It’s a playful day. Monkey days are the day of choices for tomorrow (6-Road). 

Which road should you take to travel? 

6 Road A fun day for short trips and appreciating others. 

7 Reed Today's energy is the human connection to god. Where does god connect with 

you? Feel the graceful energy of mother earth and father sky. 

8 Jaguar 
Get in touch with your animal side. Get frisky. 

9 Eagle As the eagle flies high in the energy of 9. 

10 Wisdom Try something new, like count the number of smiles you give to other people. 

11 Earth 
This day especially connects with the Deer trecena. Feel how the days energy 

changes from 10-Wisdom to 11-Earth and from 11-Earth to 12-Flint. 

12 Flint Today is the day for deep introspection, and the opportunity to remove those 

core areas inside, that bother you. Use the mirror of the obsidian stone to see, 

and the sharp edges to cut and remove. 13-Storm will blow away all those 

clippings.  

13 Storm As the sun sets, the energy of 1 Ahau will begin. This will be trecena of new 

light on areas previously hidden. Making room in the garden of your mind for 

new growth. Ahau days are also days we connect with our ancestors. This is the 

undertone for the next 13 days. 

 

 


